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ABSTRACT

We propose a new Data Center Network (DCN) architecture, based on the principles of Information-Centric Networking (ICN). Our Info-Centric Data Center Network (IC-DCN) addresses many of the pain-points in current DCNs, such as network scalability, host mobility, etc. At the same time, IC-DCN introduces a number of new features to the current information-centric network architectures. We achieve this goal by decoupling the control-plane and data-plane functionalities. The control-plane is implemented in a centralized manner, while the data-plane is fully distributed. We show that IC-DCN effectively addresses many of the ICN challenges in the data center, such as routing scalability, full network utilization, and name space management.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Information-Centric Networking (ICN) has recently attracted the attention of networking researchers as an alternative architecture to the traditional IP-based networking. While there are quite a few proposals for ICN architectures and protocols [1, 10, 7], one fundamental principle that encompasses all of them is that information is accessed based on the identifiers (or ‘names’) of the information, instead of the identifiers of the hosts (i.e., addresses) providing the information.

This new paradigm of information-centric networking addresses the challenges imposed by the current network applications in delivering information efficiently to the consumers. Among other things, ICN enables the delivery of data from multiple replicas, deals with host and data mobility in a more systematic way, and facilitates universal data caching. Yet, the ICN vision still faces a number of challenges en route to its full realization:

- **Routing scalability:** Since data in ICN are routed based on their names, the data-plane forwarding speed must be fast enough to handle lookups from a vast name space, which is several orders of magnitude greater than IP address space [12].

- **Name management:** ICN needs to ensure name uniqueness for each piece of information. Due to its huge size, the name space management in ICN becomes challenging compared to the address and name management of IP networks.

- **Deployment:** Deploying ICN technologies in a global scale requires overhauling the existing network infrastructure, which faces a practical challenge for adoption similar to other network technologies (e.g., IPv6, IP multicast, IP anycast).

In contrast, we argue that data center networks (DCNs) are better candidates for applying ICN design principles. First, current data center applications require efficient and agile management of their network traffic and server workloads, evident by the use of:

- server consolidation through virtualization,
- cloud load distribution through replication,
- traffic offloading through caching.

Existing approaches, such as load balancers, caching proxies, directory services, etc., are deployed as point solutions. In contrast, ICN addresses current DCNs’ needs in a more systematic way. In addition, the self-contained environment of DCN makes the adoption of new networking technologies more feasible, while its scale makes effective data management and networking operations possible.

In this paper, we propose a novel Information-Centric Data Center Network (IC-DCN) architecture. IC-DCN follows the main principle of ICN, i.e., data are accessed by their names rather than their host identifiers. At the same time, IC-DCN design takes advantage of the unique environment of data centers in addressing the pain-points of current DCNs and in resolving the scalability and the name space management issues of ICNs. At the heart of our architectural design is the separation of the control-plane functionalities (e.g., name management, routing decision) from the data-plane ones (i.e., data delivery). We show that IC-DCN enables, in a relatively straightforward manner, more sophisticated routing and data management schemes compared to previous ICN architectures.

2. IC-DCN OVERVIEW

Next we describe the IC-DCN architecture. As shown in Figure 1, the main difference of IC-DCN from other ICN architectures is the separation of the control plane functionalities from the data plane ones.
2.1 Network Entities

Like most other information-centric network architectures, IC-DCN introduces three types of network entities\(^1\) that consume, provide, and relay data in the network:

- **Consumers** request data by the network. A consumer can be a data center internal node, or a proxy for external nodes that access data in DCN from other networks (e.g., the Internet). In the latter case, the proxy-consumer performs the protocol and name translations between IC-DCN and the external network.

- **Producers** provide the data to the consumers. A producer can be a data center internal node, or a proxy for internal nodes that access data from other networks (e.g., the Internet). In the latter case, the proxy-producer performs the protocol and name translations between the external network and IC-DCN.

- **Switches** are the nodes that relay the request and response packets between the consumers and the producers. Additionally, switches can cache the data contained within the response packets, and they can respond to requests from the consumers on behalf of the producers.\(^2\)

A data request from a consumer comes in the form of an interest packet, and a data packet is generated by a producer in response to an interest packet (or by a switch in case the requested data is found in its cache).

We assume that the names of the data are organized in a hierarchical manner, but this assumption is made only to accommodate already-established name space designs [7]. In fact, in our architecture, the issue of managing data names is decoupled from the issue of delivering data, rendering the name space design problem orthogonal to the IC-DCN architecture.

In addition to the above three basic types of entities in the data plane, IC-DCN introduces a new type of node, the Controller, that provides a set of services for determining the locations and the routes for the data-plane nodes accessing named data within the network. Specifically, the controller provides the following services:

- **Routing service** is responsible for collecting up-to-date information of the network topology and the locations of the

---

\(^{1}\)These are the logical entities, meaning a single physical host can assume multiple roles, although we expect the switches are deployed as separate physical entities in typical scenarios.

\(^{2}\)We use the term switch, instead of router, to denote the entities that relay the named data requests and responses since in our architecture, they perform forwarding functions for the data without participating in the routing decision.
paths that go through failed links, taking advantage of the existence of multiple paths. Furthermore, backup paths are used by the switches to forward interest packets whose assigned paths are not available.

Label-based forwarding is done as follows. Once an interest packet enters the network, if the first node that receives the packet does not have the named data locally cached, it requests, from the controller, a path label that maps to the named data. Mappings between names and paths are cached for a short period of time in order to avoid excessive mapping requests for popular contents. The node then attaches the label in the interest packet and forwards it into the next hop, by looking up its forwarding table with the provided label. Each hop along the path to the destination checks if the named data is locally cached. A switch can reply back with the response packet if the data is present in its cache; if it is not cached, it forwards the interest packet into the next hop by looking up the path label in its forwarding table.

The data packets are forwarded along the reverse paths of the interest packets, that is, the node that replies with the actual data changes the label to the one of the reverse path.

### 3.2 Forwarding Scalability

One of the challenges in IC-DCN is providing high speed named data forwarding. Next, we investigate the feasibility of the label-based packet forwarding in terms of its scalability, assuming currently available hardware.

There are three main operations that limit IC-DCN’s forwarding scalability: a) the lookup of labels in the forwarding table, b) the lookup of names in the local cache, and c) the retrieval of data from the cache. The first two operations are performed on every packet and both of them require exact matches. They can be efficiently implemented in DRAM or SRAM using hash tables and with $O(1)$ lookup complexity. Table 1 shows the millions of transfers per second (MTPS) required for both operations at three different network speeds. We assume a maximum transfer unit (MTU) of 8192 bytes, which is within the limit of jumbo Ethernet frames. The third operation, data retrieval, is performed only for cache hits. Table 1 also shows the millions of I/O per second (MIOPS) required in the most demanding scenario of the 100% cache hit rate.

The first two operations can scale even up to the speed of 1Tbps aggregate throughput, if the cache lookup tables are stored in DDR4 DRAM\(^5\). The third operation, the data retrieval from the cache, can scale up to 1Tbps assuming all cached data is stored in DDR4 DRAM. If SSDs are used to increase the cache size, then only speeds of 10Gbps can be supported with existing SSD hardware. Scaling to 100Gbps of aggregate throughput requires multiple SSDs on the same node. For example, in a switch with five linecards, one can assign two SSDs per linecard and achieve 100Gbps aggregate throughput. Note that all previous calculations assume a cache hit rate of 100%. Using more realistic cache hit rates, higher aggregated throughput can be achieved when using SDDs. Furthermore, increasing the MTU size further improves the forwarding and caching scalability, as they relate linearly with the packet size. In summary, our initial calculations show that current data center network speeds can be supported in IC-DCN using existing hardware.

### 4. CONTROL PLANE

In this section, we present IC-DCN routing strategies that can achieve more sophisticated routing objectives than existing decentralized ICN architectures.

#### 4.1 Multi-Path Routing

In data centers, multiple data replicas, e.g., popular files, can be hosted by different nodes with the goal of improving the redundancy and improving the utilization of the network resources. The information-centric networking can in principle provide naturally the networking operation needed to retrieve the data from multiple replicas.

However, in existing proposals for ICN architectures such as [7, 10, 1] where routing is based on longest-prefix matching, fully utilizing all network resources and replicas is rather difficult to achieve. This is because all data requests for one file converge to the same path, even when there are multiple information publishers that can provide the requested data simultaneously. For example, if a producer announces “/movies/diehard” and another one announces “/movies,” all data requests for that movie will be routed to the first node although the second publisher contains the same desired file, which leads to underutilization of network resources.

In contrast, our centralized routing mechanism can provide a more flexible and efficient means to exploit the abundance of network resources. For example, suppose three producers have the same copy of a movie file with name “/movies/diehard”, with two announcing “/movies/diehard” and the third announcing ‘/movies’. When a data request arrives at the network for a file block (which can be delivered in one data packet, e.g., “/movies/diehard/1” · · · “/movies/diehard/1000”), the controller computes the forwarding path label for each of such requests by using one of the three producers as the destination – regardless of the length of the announced prefixes – in order to achieve multi-path routing and load balancing. As a consequence, the overall movie file can be transferred to the consumer from all three servers along different paths, improving the response time and network utilization.

Furthermore, the number of requests designated for each producer can be adjusted on the fly according to time-varying network conditions, e.g., network congestion level and end-to-end delays. If a producer or a particular network path experiences significantly heavier congestion than others, the controller can shift the requests (i.e., assign different labels) for this path to others that can provide the same copy of data. The proportion of the requests that are designated for each producer, namely, the proportion weight, can be adjusted dynamically in tune with the network conditions and traffic variations, in order to optimize certain performance metric (e.g., estimated delay).

#### 4.2 Cache-Aware Routing

Given that switches locally cache named data, it is advantageous to send interest packets along paths that can hit the cached data en route to the producer as early as possible. In existing ICN architectures, however, en-route cache hit takes place only opportunistically as routes are determined in a decentralized manner. Next, we present strategies that can improve cache-hit ratios through coordinated route assignment.

In IC-DCN, the controller can influence the cache hit ratio of intermediate switches by assigning, to all interest packets for a given name, paths that converge to the same set of switches. As a first order strategy, given the multiple paths that exist between a consumer

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speed (Gbps)</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>100</th>
<th>1000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DRAM (MTPS)</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>30.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSD (MIOPS)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>15.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Hardware specification requirements with 8192 bytes MTU at three network speeds.
and the producer(s) of some data, the controller can assign a single path consistently, so that all interest packets for the same data generated by the same consumer are routed along the same path. To balance the network load across multiple links, the controller can apply consistent hashing based on names so that interest packets for different named data follow different paths.

To improve the cache hit ratio for interest packets generated by different consumers, a hierarchical routing strategy is employed. The idea is to configure the routing paths from different consumers such that they merge as early as possible, en route to a producer of the requested data. To do this, the controller first pre-computes the shortest path trees (SPTs) rooted at each producer with all consumers at the leaves. When a request for a data object arrives at a consumer, the controller maps the request to a path in an SPT corresponding to a producer of the requested data. Here, the key to increasing the likelihood of cache hits is to have the requests from different consumers use the same SPT consistently.

Furthermore, the load-balancing across multiple paths is accomplished in two steps: (i) The controller computes multiple SPTs (k-SPTs) rooted at each producer, and (ii) when a routing request for a data object arrives, the controller uses hash-based assignment to map the request to a particular SPT rooted at a particular producer of the requested data. Note that calculating k-SPTs per producer is a one-time operation, happening once for each topology change, and the assignment is reduced to a matter of hash-based assignment of the requested data names to one of the SPTs.

An alternative strategy – to further improve the cache hit yet at the expense of complexity – is to use a history of the routing requests and the corresponding label assignment. Here, the controller maintains a recent history of the origin of recent requests and the label corresponding to the route decision in its cache. When a route request is made, instead of assigning a path based on consistent hashing, the controller makes use of this access history to return a path in a previously selected SPT, which would have a cached copy of the requested object with a high probability. In this approach, however, a tradeoff between the cache-hit and load-balancing effects must be considered, since the access history of individual data blocks must be maintained to maximize the load-balancing effect.

Note that none of the above strategies requires the controller to know the locations of the cached data. Instead, the routing decision is made either based on the consistent mapping of the names to path labels or on the history of the path label assignments.

5. DISTRIBUTED CONTROLLER

Next, we describe a distributed implementation of the IC-DCN control plane, that scales with the size of the DCN both in terms of the routing requests rate and the route re-computation frequency, while providing fault tolerance against control node failures.

Recall that the routing decision in IC-DCN is decomposed into two parts: (i) the route computation and path labelling given the network topology and locations of data, and (ii) assignment of routes (i.e., path label) to the routing requests for data objects. In this section, we present how a routing service can be built to address the scalability issue in these two tasks of the routing service.

5.1 Route Computation Scalability

A route computation is carried out whenever there are network topology changes. The computation is performed either by one

controller node or multiple of them in parallel, for fault-tolerance purposes. Each route computation controller receives the topology updates and then distributes the computed routes to the rest of the controller nodes. All controller nodes store the computed routes and use them for the mapping of interest packets to the appropriate path labels, based on the routing strategies of Section 4. Note that, in the rare event of physical topology changes, e.g. new equipments are added in the data center, the route computation generates new path labels, which are pushed to all controller nodes and affected switches.

We evaluate the scalability of a centralized routing scheme in terms of the time it takes to recompute the routes and the memory needed to compute and store all pairs of shortest paths (APSP). We implement a dynamic version of APSP algorithm proposed by Demetrescu and Italiano to recompute route updates. We consider the APSP algorithm for graph sizes ranging from one to ten thousand vertices. The graphs are randomly generated, and comprise of 10 times as many edges as vertices. The graph edges are updated (inserts, deletes and edge weight updates) in a random manner and the shortest paths are recomputed. The simulation results are shown in Figure 2, indicating that graph sizes up to 5000 vertices can be recomputed in under one second.

5.2 Path Assignment Scalability

A more critical and demanding task of the routing service is to handle the large volume of the routing requests generated by the consumers, i.e., assigning the path label to each interest packet. While the first line of alleviating such a load of routing requests to the centralized routing service is to instrument routing caches at the consumers, a more fundamental solution we employ is to parallelize the path assignment task onto multiple servers, each of which handles a subset of the routing requests. More specifically, given K servers, called Route Assignment Elements (RAEs), that handle the routing requests, such a parallelism is achieved by the followings:

- Each consumer and producer is given a consistent hash func-
tion and a mapping of each hash value to one of $K$ RAES.

- When a producer publishes a data object, it calculates the hash of the data object’s name, and publishes the name to the corresponding RAE.
- Similarly, when a routing request for a data object arrives at a consumer, the consumer queries the RAE mapped from the hash of the data name.

Note that such a parallelism by name space division with $O(1)$ operation can be naturally achieved without losing the benefits of the centralized routing service presented in Section 4. This is because the cache-awareness and the load-balancing of multiple paths can be performed separately for each name, while the global knowledge required in these operations is related only to what can be collected in much coarser time granularity (e.g., the congestion levels in network links). All in all, combined with the fact that each atomic operation of path assignment to named data request is a light-weight operation (e.g., $O(1)$ operations in hash-based, cache-aware, multi-path route assignment), such a parallel path assignment yields a highly scalable (and also flexible) routing service in IC-DCN.

A fault-tolerant feature can be built by configuring each RAE being backed up by other RAES. Producers and consumers use multiple consistent hash functions, one for the primary RAE and the others for the backups; the producers publish the data names both to the primary and the backup RAES, while the consumers query the backup RAES only when the primary RAE does not respond.

6. DISCUSSION

Next we describe a number of issues, orthogonal to the IC-DCN architecture, that arise when using the ICN paradigm of communication within the data center context.

6.1 Name Space Management

The controller’s naming service in IC-DCN enables efficient management of the name spaces across different producers, which would be difficult to achieve under decentralized architectures. For example, suppose a producer X announces (claims) a name “/movie/action/*”, indicating it can provide all movie files under that prefix, and later, another producer Y joins the network and announces names of several individual movie files that are not in X, yet under the same prefix (e.g., “/movie/action/x1”, “/movie/action/x2”, ...). As a result, the name space earlier announced by X becomes incorrect, because it can result in the requests for movies in Y to be directed toward X.

The controller, as a collection point of all names announced by the producers, can effectively resolve the inconsistency and fix invalid names, by (re)allocating, fragmenting, or aggregating the name spaces, in a manner similar to IP address and domain name management in the Internet. For example in the context of above scenario, the names announced by producer X can be fragmented into the individual names of movie files, e.g., into “/movie/action/x1”, “/movie/action/x2”, ..., or allocated some other name space, e.g., “/movie/action/x/”. Note that other cases are also possible too; for example, the names announced by a producer for individual data objects can be aggregated into a single name.

6.2 Dynamic Content and Caching Policies

Often a large portion of data in DCN are dynamically generated by, e.g., services, rather than served from static contents. The issue of how to name and serve the dynamic contents in the context of info-centric networking is handled elsewhere in the literature, e.g., [14, 6]. What is relevant to us, however, is the impact of dynamically generated data to the scalability of the forwarding and caching plane.

In particular, there is no benefit in caching dynamically generated data that are accessed only once, as it reduces the speed of the forwarding nodes due to cache lookup and it causes eviction of other data that might be accessed more than once. Similarly, there is little benefit in caching data whose size is very small, e.g., much smaller than the MTU. Hence, to further increase the forwarding and caching scalability, different caching policies can be associated with each interest packet, based on the size and the type of the data that it names.

In IC-DCN, the enforcement of such policies is implemented at the controller. When a routing request is made, the controller informs the consumer of the caching policy for the requested name. The consumer then uses a special bit in the interest packet to indicate whether the requested data object is cacheable, so all switches can skip the cache lookup step if the request is for an un-cacheable object.

7. RELATED WORK

The Data-Oriented Network Architecture (DONA) [10] provides a clean-slate ICN design, based on self-certifying names. An alternate design was laid out by Jacobsen et. al. [7] where communication is driven by the consumers of data. The basic design concepts introduced in the above proposals and the follow up work [10, 7, 5, 13, 14] include basic labeling and grouping of information, while providing a publish-subscribe service model. A perspective on the ICN research can be found in the recent work by Perino et. al [12].

While the current focus of the ICN community is on Internet-scale development and deployment, our work examines the feasibility of designing an ICN-based data center network. The nature of DCN applications combined with the self-contained environment in the DCN makes it a viable candidate to deploy a clean-slate ICN design.

The separation of control and data plane architecture has been first explored in the context of Internet routers [4], and more recently in the context of software defined networking (SDN) [11, 2]. SDN advocates the need to separate the data and the control plane wherein a controller performs network services such as path computation, firewall and security functionality etc. Our IC-DCN design also incorporates the separation of control and data planes, but we differ in the way route computations are performed in the context of ICN. Specifically, routing is performed by the central controller using dynamic route computation algorithms and forwarding is done based on fixed-length labels.

Onix [9] provides a platform on top of which a network control plane can be implemented as a distributed system and provide network-wide management abstractions. Control planes written within Onix operate on a global view of the network, and use basic state distribution primitives provided by the platform. HyperFlow [15] is another distributed event-based control plane for OpenFlow. HyperFlow passively synchronizes network-wide views of OpenFlow controllers and localizes decision making to individual controllers. In contrast, our distributed controller design is specific to route computation and path assignment based on names. Onix and HyperFlow controllers on the other hand serve as a gen-

\[9\] The only assumption we need in IC-DCN is the presence of a proper naming scheme (e.g., announcing only the static, “routable” portion of the content names) and the application semantics to handle dynamic contents.
eral platform for development of scalable applications. In practice, a system such as the Onix controller could be used to build the IC-DCN platform.

8. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented an information-centric network architecture for data centers (IC-DCN). A distinctive feature of this architecture is the separation of the control plane from data plane, where the data forwarding is performed by the network entities based on path labels associated with a particular routing path determined by the network topology and data location. The proposed architecture is suitable for data center networks, in that it enables a scalable networking solution in DCN while facilitating the benefits of information-centric networking paradigm. We also showed additional benefits of IC-DCN in achieving better utilization of network resources and efficiently managing name spaces in a manner that would be otherwise difficult to implement with existing proposals for ICN. We are currently developing a research prototype of IC-DCN entities and algorithms introduced in this paper, and we are also investigating issues related to the support of dynamically generated data (e.g., Map/Reduce) within the proposed IC-DCN framework.
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